
Working Draft Forest Plan-
Webinar Part 2

Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forests

Please consider having the working draft forest plan open (either electronic or hard copy), as it 
will be a helpful resource throughout the webinar. Available in the file pod to the right as well as 
on the planning website at fs.usda.gov/goto/gmug/forestplan. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, thank you for joining us to review the working draft plan! As folks are joining us, please go ahead and fill in the poll on your screen and let us know your name, where you’re joining us from, and whether you were able to catch a session of Part 1 on Monday. 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/gmug/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd506688


Orientation

• Please call in to 1-888-844-9904, participant code 8454465# for audio
• The working draft and other helpful materials are available on our 

website: fs.usda.gov/goto/gmug/forestplan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of you have probably seen this already, but we’ll do a quick overview in case this is your first time in Adobe Connect: (Click) Your Adobe window should look something like this, with the presentation in the center. (Click) If you’re hearing an echo, please check that your audio is turned off (when it’s green as it shows here it’s on, and if you called in as well that can cause that echo). (Click) If you have a question, you may raise your hand here, or let us know if we need to slow down or speed up, etc. (Click) In the middle pod on the right, you’ll see files that are available for downloading, including this quick guide, the working draft, and other helpful resources.(Click) On the bottom right you’ll see a chat box where you can type in your questions and comments. (Click) Colorado Captioning is providing closed captions in the pod along the bottom of the screen, so thanks to them for their help, (Click) And finally throughout the presentation we’ll have a few question pods that will pop up for your feedback. 



Objectives

In this session, Part II, we will:
• Provide context:

• Briefly review process and key terms
For a more in-depth review and preview of 
forestwide direction, please consider watching a 
recorded session of Part I

• Introduce the Interactive Storymap

• Discuss Chapter 3: Management 
Areas

• Review Chapter 4: Monitoring
• Preview next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today is part II of the two-part working draft plan webinar series, and in this session we will (click) provide context by briefly reviewing the process and key terms. If you weren’t able to join us on Monday for either of the Part 1 sessions where we looked at forest-wide direction, please consider watching one of those recorded sessions, which can be found on our planning website, and you can see the address on the screen. (click) Then we’ll take a look at the interactive storymap, and then we’ll be ready to dive in to the heart of today’s webinar, (click) which will be an overview and discussion of management areas. (click) Then we’ll take a look at the monitoring chapter, and (click) finally we’ll look ahead to next steps.   Throughout the webinar, please type your questions in the chat box and we will pause after each session to answer questions.  

https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/gmug/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd638482
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As many of you probably know, this working draft plan is a more tangible proposed action, building upon what we shared with you in the scoping period last summer. But this is not the formal draft plan and DEIS, which will not come until later in the process. 



What is a Forest Plan?
• Similar to a comprehensive county plan
• Provides a strategic vision of where we’re going and the broad 

guidance and sideboards to get there. 
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Forest Plan

Guides what we do, where we do it, and how we do it for 15+ years, 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chapter 1 reminds us that the Forest Plan is similar to a comprehensive county plan. It provides a strategic vision of where we’re going and the broad guidance and sideboards to get there. The Forest Plan guides what we do, where we do it, and how we do it for 15+ years.  Then, all our future projects like…. timber sales and trail decisions tier to this strategic guidance.



Desired Conditions

Standards
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Objectives

Plan 
components 
guide future 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then we get to the nuts and bolts of the Forest Plan.The Forest Plan provides guidance for projects through plan components, which include desired conditions, objectives, standards, and guidelines….



How do these parts fit together and provide 
direction for subsequent projects? 

•Objectives
•Standards and 

Guidelines
•Monitoring

• Forest-wide direction 
(GMUG)

• Management Areas
• Designated Areas
• Timber Suitability

•Desired Conditions•Vision
•Roles and Contributions

Why What

When 
and 
How

Where

Infographic Credit: 
Meryl Harrell LLC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And these provide the why, what, when and how and WHERE for projects. 



How are plan components coded? 

FW     – DC     – AQ     – 03

Level of Direction

Where does this plan 
component apply?

FW= Forestwide
MA= Management Area

What type of plan 
component is this?

DC= Desired Condition
OBJ= Objective
STND= Standard
GDL= Guideline

For what resource? 

i.e. AQ= Air Quality
The list of acronyms can 
be found on the pgs
before the Table of 
Contents

In numerical order 
within each resource 
section

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each plan component is given a unique CODE - alphanumeric - and these codes are also used to cross-reference. 



Distinctive Roles & 
Contributions

Desired Conditions

Management 
Areas

Objectives Standards & 
Guidelines

Other 
Components 
(i.e. Suitability)

Vision
…backcountry habitat sustaining biodiversity…

While all plan components are 
interconnected, cross-references 
highlight the most direct links 

Is cross-referencing 
helpful? How can it be 
improved? 

FW-DC-SPEC: Human disturbance to wildlife and fish is 
minimized….with a goal of ensuring persistence of the 
species. Forest mgmt provides for wildlife movement….

• MA-DC- Large 
blocks of 
diverse habitat 
undisturbed by 
routes…

…provides functional habitat for large populations [of 
species] that attract hunters, anglers and visitors, 
providing an economic boon to local communities…

• FW-OBJ-SPEC: 
Restore or 
enhance 25k-
80k 
acres….30% 
should be 
conducted in 
Wildlife MA…

How are plan components interconnected? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an integrated plan is meant to be used holistically, plan components are all interconnected, but the cross-referencing connects the dots when direction is directly supported by other plan components in other sections. So for example, the (click) management areas we’re going to discuss today build on forestwide direction (without repeating it, to avoid redundancy), and in some cases are directly linked to specific plan components, in which case they are cross-referenced. To better visualize how plan components are integrated, we can see that the Wildlife Management Area has (click) one Desired Condition, but that doesn’t mean that only this plan component applies. This MA DC is cross-referenced to the (click) FW Obj regarding restoring and enhancing habitat, and these plan components support the (click) FW DC of ensuring species persistence across the forest, which in turn (click) supports the Distinctive Roles and Contributions and ultimately the (click) big picture vision. This is just a very small piece of the whole, as there are plan components regarding ecosystem resiliency, watershed health, and other forest wide direction that also apply, but hopefully this demonstrates how the sections are integrated, and how the cross-references highlight the most directly connected pieces. (click) We know that the cross-referencing isn’t perfect, so as you review the plan, please let us know how to improve it.



Objectives

In this session, Part II, we will:
• Provide context:

• Briefly review process and key terms 
For a more in-depth review and a look at forestwide
direction, please consider watching a recorded session of Part 
1 by visiting fs.usda.gov/goto/gmug/forestplan

• Introduce the Interactive 
Storymap

• Discuss Chapter 3: Management Areas
• Review Chapter 4: Monitoring
• Preview next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That was a brief overview of key terms, and again if you’d like a more in-depth review please check out one of the recorded sessions available on the website. Are there any questions about process or key terms before we move on? Now let’s navigate to the interactive storymap, which will be a helpful tool to look at when we move into the management area discussion. 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/gmug/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd506688


How do you use the Interactive Storymap? 

• Have you been able to 
access the interactive 
storymap? 

• Companion tool as we 
discuss each management 
area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve been trying to provide a storymap for each stage of plan revision as a helpful tool, as they provide SO much more information than we can provide with a paper map. Let’s take a quick look at the working draft plan storymap…(and this transition will just take a moment as Brittany switches from the presentation to the storymap.) If you’d like, consider keeping the storymap open for the rest of the discussion. Are there any questions about the storymap? If you have thoughts on how we can improve the interactive storymap, please let us know by filling out the poll on the screen. 

https://usfs.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=f7f3b0f1fd4d415f9f3e7fd23327cecd
https://usfs.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=f7f3b0f1fd4d415f9f3e7fd23327cecd
https://usfs.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=f7f3b0f1fd4d415f9f3e7fd23327cecd


Objectives

In this session, Part II, we will:
• Provide context by:

• Briefly review process and key terms 
• Introduce the Interactive Storymap

• Discuss Chapter 3: Management 
Areas

• Overview of MAs
• Discuss specific MAs

• Review Chapter 4: Monitoring
• Preview next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, now that we have a shared understanding of key terms and helpful tools, we’ll provide an overview of the purpose and function of management areas, and then we’ll move into specific management areas. 



Chapter 3. Management Area Direction

• Management emphasis for a 
given area 

• Supplements Forestwide
direction 

• Organized by theme

Themes: 
1. Wilderness and Areas where Natural 

Processes Dominate
1.1 Designated Wilderness
1.2 Recommended Wilderness
1.3 Tabeguache and Roubideau

2. Special Areas and Designations
2.1 Special Interest Areas
2.2 Research Natural Areas
2.3 Fossil Ridge RMA

3. Natural Areas with Focused 
Management

3.1 Roadless
3.2 Wildlife Management Area

4. Recreation Emphasis Management 
Areas

4.1 Mountain Resorts
4.2 High-Use Recreation Areas

5. General Forest 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chapter 3 provides the management area direction, which represent a management emphasis for given area. Some management areas have been designated by Congress, such as designated wilderness, while others are identified by this working draft Forest Plan such as the Wildlife management areas and High Use recreation areas. These areas are all organized by theme, ranging from 1, Wilderness/Areas where natural processes dominate, to 4, where recreation management is emphasized.  5 is simply general Forest.Forestwide direction still applies, but it isn’t repeated. So for example, the air quality plan components apply across the forest, and are not repeated in each management area. So it’s really important to review forestwide direction. 



Management Area Framework
Framework simplified from the current forest plan, which has 20 MAs 

1991 Forest Plan Mgmt Areas Working Draft Plan Mgmt Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early plan revision comments suggested that the management area framework in the current plan was too complicated and that we needed a more streamlined framework. So last summer we scoped a potential framework, and we then improved upon it based on comments, so you can see that from the 20+ existing management areas (click) on the left, we tried to focus on where management really needs to be different.For example, rather than identifying an “aspen emphasis area”, we have forestwide direction for ecosystems where they occur, including aspen. Rather than mapping out an area as “big game winter range in forested areas” and making that a fixed line now, the Working Draft has forestwide direction for big game winter range and other important seasonal habitats where they occur, as mapped by Colorado Parks & Wildlife. The Working Draft Plan management areas are really focused on specific areas that may need distinctly different management emphases and, therefore, direction. As we demonstrated in the Storymap, you can compare the 1991 Plan and the Working Draft Plan by swiping left/right on the storymap. 



Working Draft Management Areas1.1 - Designated Wilderness

1.2 - Area to be Analyzed as Wilderness

1.3 - Tabeguache and Roubideau
Designated Areas
2.1 - Special Interest Area

2.2 - Research Natural Area

2.3 - Fossil Ridge Special Recreation Area

3.1 - CO Roadless Area

3.2 - Wildlife Management Area

4.1 - Mountain Resort

4.2 - High-Use Recreation Area

5 - General Forest

Non-FS Land

MA 3.1 
Colorado 
Roadless 
Areas

MA 5 
General 
Forest

MA 1.1 MA 1.2…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a little more context, this pie chart shows the breakdown of working draft management areas across the forest.While Colorado Roadless Areas (3.1) are their own management area category here – the broad purple wedge - other Management Areas also overlap with CRAs. So the dotted purple is roadless, and the dark blue is the wildlife management area, with about ¾ of it overlapping Colorado Roadless – as you can see where it's spotted. The big takeaway here is that most of the forest in this working draft is management area 5, general forest, followed by Colorado Roadless Areas, Existing Wilderness, and then Wildlife Management Areas. 



Chapter 3. Management Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next - We’d also like to spend more time on those MAs that you have an interest in, so please fill out the poll on the screen and let us know which areas you’d like to discuss more in-depth.  Those are…. (list MAs of interest from the poll)We’re also going to try to discuss the Management Areas with the newest concepts first, before moving on to the kinds of areas you might already be more familiar with. 



Theme 5- General Forest

• Forest-wide (FW) direction 
applies, and there are overlays 
to consider (i.e. CDNST, scenic 
byways, ROS, etc.)

• ~1,267,400 Total Acres

FW direction was largely covered in Part 1 of the 
webinar series, please consider checking out a 
recorded session!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Part I of this webinar series, we reviewed forest-wide direction. This should be the basic direction that works across the Forest, and you'll see that there is no additional direction for mgmt area 5, or general forest. This includes approximately 1,267,400 acres. Where there are overlays such as the CDNST, scenic byways, utility corridors, etc. those plan components apply as well. 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/gmug/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd638482


Theme 3- Natural Areas with Focused 
Management
• 3.2 Wildlife Management 

Area (pg 61)
• Intended to meet the need to 

maintain existing, un-
fragmented big game and 
wildlife habitat 

• Supports Species and 
Distinctive Roles and 
Contributions

• Direction focuses on desired 
condition of max. 1 mile per sq. 
mile trail density

• ~278,100 acres, including 
~196,900 in Roadless

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Wildlife Management Area, MA 3.2, begins on pg 61 is based on feedback we received to maintain existing, unfragmented big game and wildlife habitat, as well as the value people have – that is, the distinctive roles and contributions – for functional habitat and associated socioeconomic contributions from hunters, anglers and other visitors. The direction for this area focuses on a trail density of one mile per square mile, and this is based on best available scientific information. As a cooperating agency, Colorado Parks and Wildlife provided ranked habitat areas, and from there we continued to refine and draft these areas. These encompass approx. 278,100 acres, including nearly 70% in Colorado Roadless Areas. Why would we overlap this with Colorado Roadless? The existing direction for CRAs doesn’t address recreational development; it really only addresses roads and timber management and some other specific types of development, like oil and gas. But trails aren’t considered. To plan for the future, this working draft Management Area seeks to round out backcountry management to include more careful consideration of how/where we develop more trails of any kind.If you look at these areas on the interactive storymap, you’ll see areas overlapping roadless are dotted (and it is a little easier to see if you zoom in or toggle on/off the different layers). Are there any questions about the Wildlife Management Areas? 



Theme 4- Recreation Emphasis Areas

• 4.2 High-Use Recreation Areas 
(pg 63)

• Hot spots that need attention
• Supports distinctive role 
• Supports desired condition to 

provide high-quality, year-round 
recreation opportunities

• ~101,600 acres, including 
~14,300 in Roadless

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The High-Use Recreation Areas, MA 4.2, begins on pg 63 (if you’re following along in your plan), and these areas were developed to help us to be more responsive to recreation needs, which was a need for change we heard loud and clear in the assessment phase.    High-Use Recreation Areas are preliminarily identified as places across the Forest that are currently experiencing a lot of use and in need of more management to maintain their quality.  These areas are generally located near roads, but often provide access to non-motorized recreation (e.g., hiking, biking, fishing, or rafting). In these hot spots, the Forest Plan direction would prioritize infrastructure design, maintenance, and upgrades to accommodate a lot of use and to respond to changing uses and demands. Dispersed camping and day use in these areas would be more closely monitored to better understand when and how to improve visitor experiences and to minimize associated natural resource impacts. There are 101,600 acres identified in the Working Draft Plan, including about 15% in Roadless. Why are there so few acres in the High-Use Recreation Area/MA 4.2? Recreation on the GMUG should be better represented.  Recreation occurs in potentially every acre of our nearly 3 million acre-Forest, and so that’s why the Working Draft Forest-wide direction strives to provide strategic recreation direction, Forest-wide.  But we know there are hot spots potentially being “loved to death” and potentially being compromised in the process. So, as currently mapped, the High-Use Recreation Area/MA 4.2 reflects areas on the Forest currently experiencing consistent, potentially unsustainable, heavy recreational use – overnight, day use, or both. This working management area captures the clear intent to more actively manage recreation in at least these specific areas, in order to maintain the reasons they are so very popular. They reflect a snapshot in time of current hot spots. And, if adopted, they would provide a playbook for how to manage more recreation hot spots as they may – and will – emerge over the life of the Forest Plan. And as with all management area direction, direction for this area doesn’t stand alone, but rather supports the distinctive role and contribution and forest-wide direction to develop and sustainably manage diverse high-quality recreation opportunities, particularly where they're more developed.Are there any questions about the High Use Recreation Areas? 



Theme 1- Wilderness and Designated Areas

• 1.1 Designated Wilderness 
(pg 58) 

• ~553,400 acres 
• 1.3 Tabeguache and 

Roubideau (pg 57)
• Tiers to existing direction
• ~27,800 acres

• Supports distinctive roles,  
including providing high-
quality primitive recreation 
opportunities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designated Wilderness, MA 1.1, begins on pg 58 and provides direction designed to help maintain the wilderness character- some of which aligns with existing forest orders and management.  Approximately 553,400 acres is what we currently have on the forest, and includes ten Wilderness Areas (or portions shared with neighboring forests). Tabeguache and Roubideau, MA 1.3, are existing areas designated by Congress in 1993, and the working draft plan refers to that legislative direction. These areas support a wide variety of needs, distinctive roles and contributions, and desired conditions, including providing high-quality primitive recreation opportunities. You can see these ten existing wilderness areas in dark green on the map, and Tabeguache and Roubideau are outlined in turquoise there on the Uncompahgre Plateau. Are there any questions about either existing Designated Wilderness or the Tabeguache and Roubideau areas? 



Theme 1- Wilderness and Designated Areas

• 1.2 Areas to be Analyzed as 
Wilderness (pg 59)

• Initiating Analysis, Step 3 
• Use public feedback to inform 

the Draft and alternatives
• ~22,400 acres total in 

Working Draft, including 
~18,100 in Roadless 

• San Juan Mountains  –
Lizardhead and Mt. Sneffels 
areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we get to Management Area 1.2, which is potential new wilderness, or technically, "areas to be analyzed as wilderness".As many of you know, the GMUG is currently working on the required wilderness process, and we are just entering into step 3, analysis, in which areas that were inventoried in earlier parts of the process could be included in one or more alternatives. It’s important to remember that the Analysis step is ongoing through the draft and final environmental impact statements, so MA 1.2 is a very early version of areas that could potentially be considered, and we hope that you’ll provide feedback to help inform the Draft Plan and alternatives for the next step. Currently, the working draft includes 22,400 acres, about 80% of which is in Colorado Roadless. (click) The working draft plan approximately includes those areas from the San Juan Mountains Wilderness Bill/CORE Act areas that are recommended for Wilderness designation, with slight omissions due to boundary differences and/or a few substantially noticeeable features excluded from the current wilderness inventory. There are also multiple versions of the CORE Act being considered in legislation, as well as other proposals such as the Gunnison Public Lands Initiative, and so for all of these reasons the GMUG will continue to work with the public to validate which areas or portions of areas should be carried forward as  potential additional wilderness in the draft Forest Plan or in alternatives. The team will continue to locate appropriate boundaries. You can see that the areas included in this early version are shown in red and these would be additions to the existing Lizardhead and Mt. Sneffels Wilderness areas (shown here in dark green). Are there any questions about MA 1.2? 



Theme 2- Special Areas and Designations

• 2.1 Special Interest Areas 
(SIAs) (pg 59)

• Includes 5 areas in current plan
• One new: Gothic SIA 
• Plan components focus on 

characteristics for which area is 
established

• ~15,900 acres, including 
~11,800 in Roadless

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MA 2.1, Special Interest Areas, begins on pg 59. Special Interest Areas are really used to call management attention to very unique, specific resources. In the Working Draft, this MA includes the 5 areas from the current plan - Dry Mesa Quarry, Mt. Emmons Iron Fen, Slumgullion Slide, Alpine Tunnel, and Ophir Needles. One area is new, and that is the Gothic SIA near the current research natural area. In the map on the right, the existing Gothic RNA is in orange, while the potential SIA is in yellow.  This is proposed to respond to the need for change to highlight the unique and world-renowned ecological research that is centered in this portion of the GMUG. It’s confusing, because there is another category called Research Natural Areas, and why wouldn’t we use that one for this need? Well, RNAs are not the most appropriate tool to facilitate the kinds of ongoing experimental and manipulative research for this area, since they are incredibly restrictive. With the exception of the Gothic SIA, most SIAs are really small, so it will help if you zoom in on the storymap to see them (for example you can see Mt. Emmons is that tiny yellow area in the lower left of this screenshot. Where SIAs overlap with Roadless, that is denoted with the dotted overlay.Are there any questions about SIAs? 



Theme 2- Special Areas and Designations

• 2.2 Research Natural Areas (pg
60)

• ~1,100 acres, including ~1,000 in 
Roadless 

• 2.3 Fossil Ridge Recreation 
Management Area (pg 60)

• Tiers to existing direction
• ~33,800 acres

Escalante Creek RNA Gothic RNA

Fossil Ridge RMA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Theme two continues with MA 2.2. Research Natural Areas. Direction for RNAs begins on pg 60, and largely tiers to existing direction to ensure natural conditions, which help to meet the distinctive role of GMUG ecosystems as an ecological reference condition and some kinds of environmental research. As with the SIAs, these two existing areas, Gothic and Escalante Creek, are very small, so it helps if you zoom in on the storymap to see them in context. MA 2.3 is the Fossil Ridge Recreation Management Area, and as with Tabeguache and Roubideau, the working draft plan refers to existing law - the enabling legislation - for this Congressionally designated area. Are there any questions about these two existing Research Natural Areas? 



Theme 3- Natural Areas with Focused 
Management
• 3.1 Colorado Roadless Areas 

(pg 61)
• Tiers to the Colorado Roadless 

Rule (CRR)
• ~879,700 acres. (No change.)

• <1% overlaps with RNAs
• 1% overlaps with SIAs and High-Use 

Rec 
• 22% overlaps with Wildlife 

Management Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MA 3.1 includes the existing Colorado Roadless Areas, no expansions, and largely tiers to the CO Roadless Rule for direction (to avoid redundancy). There is no change to the extent of Colorado Roadless Areas proposed, but the Working Draft does propose the new overlapping Wildlife Management Area and the Gothic Special Interest Area. So given that and the existing overlapping SIAs and RNAs, about 25% of Roadless would overlap with another Forest Plan Management Area.As the Colorado Roadless Rule intended, these areas support a variety of critical ecosystem services, including backcountry recreation, less fragmented wildlife habitat, etc. 



Theme 4- Recreation Emphasis Areas

• 4.1 Mountain Resorts 
(pg 61)

• Includes 4 ski areas
• MA intended to support 

socioeconomic 
contributions and more 
developed recreational 
opportunities while 
maintaining ecological 
integrity

• ~10,800 acres

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides the MA 4.2 High-Use Rec Areas, Theme 4 also includes MA 4.1, Mountain Resorts, which includes the four existing ski areas: Powderhorn, Telluride, Crested Butte, and Monarch. This MA is intended to continue to support the socioeconomic contributions provided by these popular destinations, and direction is also intended to support those high-quality developed recreation opportunities while still maintaining ecological integrity. The acres noted here are slightly higher than what you'll see in the WOrking Draft Plan, reflecting the recently signed Crested Butte Ski Area Decision that expanded that area by approximately 500 acres. The Working Draft Plan acres weren’t yet updated.Are there any questions about the Mountain Resorts MA?   And with that, we've walked through the ten Working Draft Management Areas, from Wilderness to General Forest, themes 1-5.



Objectives

In this session, Part II, we will:
• Provide context by:

• Briefly reviewing process and key 
terms 

• Introducing the Interactive Storymap

• Discuss Chapter 3: Management 
Areas

• Review Chapter 4: Monitoring
• Preview next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, let’s look at the Monitoring Chapter, chapter 4.



Chapter 4. Monitoring (pg 65)

• Important to adaptive management
• Monitoring report every 2 years
• Provides forest-wide data to 

understand long-term conditions and 
trends across the GMUG

• Test the assumptions and effects of the 
plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The monitoring chapter – (if not updated, actually begins on pg 65), and monitoring is of course the really important way to check after doing, to track conditions over time and measure the effectiveness of the plan, and potentially amend the plan to improve efficacy and better meet new needs, changed conditions, etc. It’s hard to be adaptive if you’re not sure what’s working and what’s not working, so monitoring information should be used keep the plan relevant and effective. 



What is the difference between plan- and 
project-level monitoring? 
• Does NOT replace project-level 

monitoring 
• Can inform projects, but designed 

primarily to inform Forest Plan 
implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often the plan monitoring program gets confused with project-level monitoring. Plan monitoring data, such as the status and trend of Forest trails, can of course inform projects. But additional data needs, such as additional surveys or photo points after a fire, would still be conducted at the project-level. 



How is plan monitoring structured? 

• Monitoring question- What is the 
status and trend of terrestrial ecosystem 
integrity?

• Indicators- Cover type, structural stage, 
seedlings and saplings, mortality, etc.

• Data Source - FIA, aerial detection 
surveys

• Frequency Reported - (various, 2-10 yrs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ll see that the monitoring chapter provides an overview of the role of the plan monitoring program, and then has a large table beginning on pg 68 with monitoring questions, indicators, associated plan components, and then potential adaptive management actions. Here is one example of a monitoring question - , and some of the related indicators- this is a large question, with several indicators. Below the indicators you’ll see data sources and reporting frequency. While a monitoring report will be published every two years, in some cases data is updated at different frequencies- in this example Forest Inventory and Analysis data is updated every 10 years, so we would report that updated data every 10 years.   As we mentioned earlier, monitoring information is used for adaptive management, so we also identified potential associated adaptive management actions with each monitoring question. While it's not an exhaustive list, the actions highlight some realistic ways in which we could interpret, evaluate, and apply plan monitoring data to adaptively inform continued Forest Plan implementation. For example, trends in regeneration should inform species selection for seedling planting projects, as you want to be effective in those efforts and the monitoring data can help with that. 



How is plan monitoring structured? 

• Monitoring question- What is the 
status and trend of terrestrial ecosystem 
integrity?

• Adaptive Management Actions:
• Highlight realistic ways monitoring 

information might adaptively inform:
• Near-term decision-making on projects

• e.g. trends in regeneration should inform 
species selection for seedling planting 
projects

• Long-term, Forest Plan implementation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 As we mentioned earlier, monitoring information is used for adaptive management, so we also identified potential associated adaptive management actions with each monitoring question. While it's not an exhaustive list, the actions highlight some realistic ways in which we could interpret, evaluate, and apply plan monitoring data to adaptively inform not only near-term decision-making for projects, but also long-term, Forest Plan implementation. For example, trends in regeneration might inform species selection for seedling planting projects. 



How would MA direction and 
monitoring guide a project? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Part I of this webinar series, we imagined a scenario to better understand how forestwide direction would guide a project. Now, let’s look at the same patch of ground and see how management areas and monitoring guide a project too.



How would this direction guide a project*?

Guide the “where”

*The working draft is a very early version and cannot at this time guide projects - our current Forest Plan will 
be in place until we have a final record of decision later in the process. This is a hypothetical example to 
illustrate how working draft direction could work. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to paint the scene, again, we’re imagining that spruce beetle mortality has impacted this portion of the forest, affecting the scenery along a major tourism-generating trail, and there are increasing concerns about the risk of wildfire endangering the adjacent community. Let’s see how the working draft plan would guide the project. 



How would the Forest Plan guide a project?

• Monitoring
• Management Areas (MAs)

• MA 3.1 Colorado Roadless Area
• MA 4.2 High-Use Recreation Area
• MA 5 General Forest

• Designated Trails
• Scenic Integrity Objectives
• Range
• Fire and Fuels- Protection 

Emphasis Area
• Riparian and Aquatic Ecosystems
• Terrestrial Ecosystems 
• Partnerships

MA 3.1
MA 5

MA 4.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we discussed in the Part I webinar, while this may look like a simple scene, there’s a lot to consider!As the FS and community members begin to consider the vegetation management project, (click) they would first make sure they’re coordinating and communicating with folks, for example if the project area includes two counties. (click) Then the group would see which terrestrial ecosystems and (click) riparian ecosystems would need to be considered, to see how we can move towards resilience to ensure we’re continuing to provide those critical ecosystem services we all rely upon.Then the group would see what other forest-wide direction applies, (click) such as the protection emphasis area to consider fuel loadings and (click) range if there’s an allotment, and (click) scenic integrity objectives to make sure we’re maintaining or improving long-term scenic resources. They would look at applicable overlays (click) such as the designated trail corridor, And they would see that the area includes (click) Colorado Roadless, High-Use Recreation Area, and General Forest, and they might adjust the vegetation management tools they are considering or adjust the project boundary to make sure they are still meeting the desired conditions for each of those areas. For example, they may use more prescribed burns in the Colorado Roadless Areas, while they may use different silvicultural prescriptions in other portions.  In the High-Use Recreation Area, the prescription might be designed such that the area still has high-quality scenery in the near and longer-term, since these areas are heavily visited and people place a high value on scenery there. (click) We don’t want to forget that this scenario, as with any project, would be informed by best available information, and this could include plan monitoring information. The project might have been spurred by aerial data indicating that spruce beetle has impacted the area, and we may also have data might that indicates a decrease in visitor satisfaction. Plan monitoring data might be too broad to pinpoint why that is the case and where, so we might try to do more site-specific data gathering to determine why satisfaction is decreasing – is it because the forest isn't as scenic, or is it instead because of it being more crowded? We may decide to add photo points after the project to track its success. With a partner group, we might collaborate and develop a citizen science tool to help locate invasive weeds or to track trail conditions. Plan monitoring would both inform and be informed by project monitoring to provide a better understanding of big picture conditions and trends. 



How would the working draft guide a project?

• Monitoring- both informs and is 
informed by project monitoring

• Management Areas (MAs)
• MA 3.1 Colorado Roadless Area
• MA 4.2 High-Use Recreation Area
• MA 5 General Forest

• Designated Trails
• Scenic Integrity Objectives
• Range
• Fire and Fuels- Protection 

Emphasis Area
• Riparian and Aquatic Ecosystems
• Terrestrial Ecosystems 
• Partnerships

Please review the 
working draft  
holistically, as 
sections are as 
interconnected as 
the multifaceted 
landscape we all 
rely upon. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully this scenario provides you with a better understanding of which parts of the working draft would guide this hypothetical project. As you can see, sections are as interconnected as the (click) multi-faceted landscape we rely upon. Are there any questions as to how management areas and monitoring would guide a project?



Objectives

In this session, Part II, we will:
• Provide context by:

• Briefly reviewing process and key 
terms 

• Introducing the Interactive Storymap

• Discuss Chapter 3: Management 
Areas

• Review Chapter 4: Monitoring
• Preview next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have a shared understanding of the different sections of the working draft forest plan, let’s take a look at next steps. 



How can you find out more? 

• Consider attending an 
open house in a 
community near you

• Visit the planning website 
for more information

Community Date Time Location

Hotchkiss July 9 5-7 p.m. Heritage Hall
403 East Bridge Street

Palisade July 10 5-7 p.m. Palisade Community Center
120 West 8th Street

Montrose July 11 5-7 p.m. Montrose Event Center
1036 North 7th Street

Norwood July 16 5-7 p.m. Lone Cone Library
1110 Lucerne Street

Ridgway July 17 5-7 p.m. Ridgway 4H Center and 
Fairgrounds, 275 S. Spruce 
Street

Gunnison July 18 5-7 p.m. Fred Field Center, Van Tuyl
Room, 275 South Spruce Street

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please consider attending an open house, which will be held in local communities around the GMUG in July. You can also visit the planning website for more information and any updates. If you already know you’ll be attending an open house, please let us know by filling out the poll on the screen. 

https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/gmug/landmanagement/planning/?cid=fseprd506688


How can you help? 
Please review the working draft and let 
us know: 
• Does the working draft plan reflect 

the priorities and address the major 
issues? 

• Do management area allocations 
help meet needs?

• What plan direction works, and what 
can be improved? The GMUG needs you! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During this informational review, please review the working draft and let us know what plan direction works, and what can be improved. While input you provide now does not provide standing for objections, feedback will be used to inform the draft forest plan and alternatives for the next phase. 



How can you help? 

• Please send us your feedback! Input will 
be most helpful if received by July 29

• Online tool at 
fs.usda.gov/goto/gmug/forestplan_comments

• Email to gmugforestplan@fs.fed.us
• Fax to 970-874-6698
• Mail to 2250 S. Main St. 

Delta, CO 81416

• Please reach out if you have additional 
questions! gmugforestplan@fs.fed.us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please send us your feedback, which will be most helpful if received by July 29, and feel free to reach out to Sam or Brittany if you have any questions. 

mailto:gmugforestplan@fs.fed.us
http://www.fs.usda.gov/goto/ForestPlan_comments
http://www.fs.usda.gov/goto/ForestPlan_comments


Assessment         Plan Revision & NEPA Analysis            Implementation & Monitoring

What's next:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So just to recap: we’ll review your feedback to see if we hit the mark with plan direction or if and how we may need to adjust, then we’ll move into developing alternatives and drafting environmental analysis.Then we’ll have a formal draft plan and draft environmental impact statement for your review as soon as early 2020. 
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Questions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions about the material, how to provide feedback, overall process, or next steps? Has this been helpful?  (Poll)
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Thank you! 
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